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The man who speaks
with vegetables
Three-time Michelin star winner Alain Passard explains why
abandoning meat for a greener world made his name

I

n most local restaurants, the menu tends to highlight meat
and fish. Think of Wagyu beef or sea bass, these dishes
are pleasing to the palates if cooked properly. Vegetables,
on the other hand, are delicate rations that often seem an
oversight and come in limited options. They are used as a sidedish or an accompaniment to the mains, and often they produce
monotonous flavors.
Not so, says chef Alain Passard, the French owner of the threestar Michelin restaurant L’Arpege in Paris, which serves organic
vegetables across his menu in exponentially endless creations. In
fact, in September 2001, he courageously removed red meat from
his menu and turned his efforts purely to vegetables. A year later,
he opened his first biodynamic garden, which is now five acres of
land run by 10 full-time gardeners.
Indeed, Passard’s exceptional gastronomic delights which
marry with the finest culinary techniques have earned him his
third Michelin star in 11 years.
As striking as this “green” approach is, Passard is proud of
his vegetable knowledge, probably because he knows it distinguishes him among other Michelin-star chefs. Luckily for us, in
last month’s Wine & Gourmet Asia held at Macau, we sampled
his latest creation, beetroot in cacao and Banyuls vinegar sauce.
Its sheer elegance and brilliant flavors were stunning. Afterwards,
we had a little chat:
So Alain, what were your expectations on Macau’s dining
scene?
I am a complete virgin towards Macau so I had no expectations whatsoever. On the contrary, I was coming here with feelings
of interest, intrigue and passion.
If given the chance to incorporate your style into Macanese
cuisine, what would it be?
It would be bringing the process of vegetable gastronomy into
the fine dining scene. There should be an ingenious balance bePRD
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tween my concept and the local people’s taste.
Interesting. But what did you discover about your own style
of cooking after removing red meat from your menu?
Well, I discovered things that had been uncharted before. In a
sense, nobody had concentrated or worked purely on vegetables
in the past. In fact, there were no limits to what could be done. I
discovered a world of flavors that people haven’t thought of, such
as combining leeks and apples, or onions and pears.
But when meat was removed from your menu, did your diners not feel their choices had been narrowed down?
No. Meat and fish are not seasonal products. For example, you
buy beef and cook it in repeated flavors. Vegetables, on the other
hand, come seasonal so I can surprise my guests a lot more than
just serving meat and fish.
What was your inspiration for the recipes at this year’s W&G
Asia gala dinner?
Unfortunately, because of time constraints, I didn’t have time to
go to the market to hand-select the products. So we have not created dishes for the event. On the contrary, we prefer to work on the
classics of my restaurant so as to offer quality to the guests. All the
ingredients used on the night were from Japan and France.
Do you think great Chinese chefs will emerge in the future?
It’s already happened! Chinese cuisine and Chinese chefs have
an extremely strong presence in the culinary world. The Chinese
have mastered the art of cooking a long time ago, including the
art of fire and the art of seasoning. I have a great respect for them.
Chinese cuisine is one of the great cuisines of the world.
Let’s be frank: do you have any plans to move into China
with a new restaurant?
Well (laughs), there are projects being planned in Shanghai!
Speaking of Shanghai, do you think local tastes are ready
for the likes of Laris and Jean Georges, or is it just the appreciation of being seen in such a fine restaurant?

I know little about Chinese people, but I think they
are ready for such cuisine because they are curious on
seeking new experiences. The French and Chinese are
similar in this matter because they are both thirsty for
discovery. In my region, people thirst for Chinese culture
so they are making efforts to come to China. At the same
time, I feel the Chinese are eager to know more about
gourmet food so they go to these high-level restaurants
to experience a gastronomic treat.
How would you describe your cooking?
It is very difficult to talk about one’s whole view of art.

The best person to answer that question would be the
diner who experiences what I do. When you are passionate, you don’t think about what others think of you. You
are focusing on your own abilities. The fact that I work
solely on my vegetables and grow them in my garden is
what makes me different from others.
Special thanks to Chris Salans, owner of The Mozaic
in Bali, for his efforts with this interview.
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